Development and psychometric evaluation of a post exercise exhaustion scale utilising the Rasch measurement model
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ABSTRACT

Objectives: The objective of this study to report on the development and psychometric analysis of a scale to measure post exercise exhaustion.

Design: This study utilised the Rasch measurement model for the psychometric analysis of a new scale aimed at measuring acute onset exhaustion in athletes.

Method: An extensive literature review, feedback from athletes and an expert panel from educators in psychology, sports science and exercise physiology provided feedback on the scale, providing evidence of content validity. A final survey, consisting of the 25 items and completed by three hundred and seventy-nine athletes (Sport: 187 tri-athletes and 192 cyclists; gender: 211 males, and 168 females; age: 18–25 [31], 26–35 [114], 36–45 [120], and 46+ [114]), was submitted to Rasch analysis.

Results: After amendments a final 14 item scale provided internally consistent and reliable measures of exhaustion for participants. The items of the final scale have good fit, and the scale has high PSI providing statistical evidence of reliability. The scale could benefit from items dealing with mid-range levels of exhaustion. The correlational association between the new scale and a similar scale was positive and significant correlation adding to the evidence of the validity of the new scale.

Conclusions: The scale appears to be a valuable tool for the assessment of exercise-induced acute onset exhaustion and may be an attractive option for researchers, clinicians, and coaches seeking to measure the levels of exhaustion in individuals. In addition to its valid theoretical structure and sound psychometric properties, the scale has advantages over other exhaustion or fatigue scales as it is not disease-specific.
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(Kant et al., 2003), with acute onset exhaustion characterised as protective, identifiably linked to a single case, generally occurring in healthy individuals, perceived as normal, and with a rapid onset and short duration (Piper, 1989). Participation in sporting events or strenuous exercise can lead to acute onset exhaustion, which left unchecked can have accumulating effects leading to prolonged exhaustion, decrease in athletic performance and musculoskeletal injuries (Cresswell & Eklund, 2006; Galambos, Terry, Mykle, & Locke, 2005). Indeed, extreme exhaustion and a lack of energy (e.g. fatigue) are the most central aspects of the burnout experience (Goodeger, Wolfenden, & Lavallee, 2007; Gustafsson, Hassmen, Kentta, & Johansson, 2008). Furthermore, mental and physical exhaustion are signs of overtraining and burnout leading to decreased athletic performance (Cox, 2007; Weinberg & Gould, 2007; Williams, 2006). Attempting to avoid the accumulative influences of acute onset exhaustion is a challenge for sport scientists, medical professionals, and coaches who need to structure stress and recovery cycles to yield optimum performance increments for the athlete without producing negative outcomes such as overtraining, burnout or overuse injuries (Kellman, 2002; Kenttä & Hassmen, 1998). A psychometrically robust instrument capable of measuring acute onset exhaustion would therefore aid sport scientists, medical professional and coaches accomplish this task. However, a scale which can be utilised rapidly after an event or exercise session which provides an objective marker for a level of exhaustion consistent with sport is not currently available.

The lack of available scales to assess fatigue and exhaustion in sport warrant the need for research in this field. For this reason, the purpose of this study was to develop a brief scale for the measurement of post exercise exhaustion. To accomplish this, in this paper we describe how a Rasch measurement model (Rasch, 1960/1980) was used to develop and psychometrically analyse a scale to measure post exercise and sport exhaustion, referred to here as acute onset exhaustion. Whilst the Rasch measurement model is being increasingly used in the development and evaluation of clinical tools in health and medical sciences, including rehabilitation science, psychology, nursing and podiatry (Hargquist, Bruce, & Gustavsson, 2009; Ramp, Khan, Misajon, & Pallant, 2009), and has been present in the exercise science literature (Linacre, 2000; Strauss, Büsch, & Tenenbaum, 2012; Wood & Zhu, 2006), it has not been elevated to mainstream consideration (as can been seen by a majority of research articles still reporting Classical Test Theory statistics and analyses) and therefore is relatively novel. Furthermore, no conceptual separation between exhaustion and fatigue has been made in this paper and the choice of the term ‘exhaustion’ as the principal terminology was motivated by the understanding that fatigue is often viewed and measured in sport and exercise science in a variety of laboratory-based measures (e.g. hyperthermia, accumulation of metabolic bi-products, dehydration) (Noakes, 2000). However, the ineffective adaptation to fatigue may be the antecedent for exhaustion (Olson, 2007), and therefore exhaustion may be viewed as more extreme by others. Nonetheless, and due to the definition of the constructs of exhaustion and fatigue remaining elusive, we make no attempt at elaborating on the conceptual boundaries of either. Instead, we try to make a clear distinction that the intent of the scale is to measure acute onset exhaustion across a range of mild (or none) to extreme (or severe).

Method

Survey development

Developing items that best represent acute onset exhaustion following exercise or sport as opposed to items which pertain to chronic or long-term exhaustion required consideration of a participant’s internal resources and the context of the situation (Yang & Wu, 2005); in other words, the participant’s subjective feeling about the state of their internal resources and also the demands of the activity (or the physical and mental work) being performed.

Although no generally accepted definition for exhaustion or fatigue exists, Smets et al.’s (1995) have proposed five ways it can be expressed: 1) by general remarks of a person concerning his or her functioning (for example, I do not feel rested); 2) by referring to physical sensations related to the feeling of tiredness; 3) by referring to cognitive symptoms, such as having difficulty concentrating; 4) a description of a lack of motivation to start any activity resulting in a dimension labelled Reduced Motivation, and 5) reference to a reduction in activity—a dimension labelled Reduced Activity. Points one through three are labelled General Physical and Mental Fatigue and correspond with scales developed on the basis of factor analyses as reported by others (Fawzy et al., 1990; Greenberg, Sawicka, Eisenthal, & Ross, 1992; Kobashi-Schoot, Hanewald, Van Dam, & Bruning, 1983; Vertommen & Lyness, 1988; Wessely & Powell, 1989).

As the development of the current scales focused on measuring acute onset as opposed to chronic or long standing exhaustion, it was important that items be constructed to discriminate between these two. Smets et al.’s (1995) dimensions are more descriptive of chronic, long standing, exhaustion where as Winwood et al. (2005), in their validation of a fatigue exhaustion recovery scale, referred to Bartlett’s (1953) suggestion that fatigue represents an incapacitation after an activity, suggesting a philosophical base for selecting items representing acute fatigue. For instance, the depletion of available energy by an activity (exercise or sport), initiating acute fatigue, produces consistent changes in an individual’s ability to undertake self-chosen non-essential tasks in non-activity time (non-exercise). Therefore the self-report of an incapacity or unwillingness to engage in self-chosen pleasurable activities in non-activity time is related to the level of acute (post activity) fatigue. Conversely, chronic fatigue is indicated by self-reported doubt and despair in the capacity to maintain current exercise patterns; declining interest, involvement, and commitment; reduced concentration and motivation; and negative emotions, combined with physical manifestations of persistent tiredness (Meijman & Schaufeli, 1996).

In this study we carefully considered Smets et al.’s (1995) five ways via which fatigue, or exhaustion, can be expressed. It was concluded that the development of items based on these suggestions may reflect physical and emotional feelings associated with acute onset exhaustion. We also incorporated Winwood et al. (2005) suggestion of a philosophical base as well by creating items pertaining to levels of energy and engagement in activities. To ascertain how athletes viewed the construct, individuals from various sports and activities (endurance cyclists, tri-athletes, and Australian rules football) were asked to complete a six-item questionnaire following the completion of a high-intensity training session to determine the participant’s current level of exhaustion and provide descriptions of how they currently felt physically and mentally. Descriptions such as “legs feeling tired”, “heavy and weak” were consistently observed. Descriptors such as “sharp”, “frustrated”, and “satisfied” were used to describe mental exhaustion. Utilising Smets et al. and Winwood et al.’s formulations (2005), feedback and consultation with professionals and academics in exercise science and physiology, psychology and related fields and athlete feedback resulted in a preliminary 36 item scale with strong face validity.

Three versions of a 36 item scale were initially developed using similar wording for each item but differing numbers of response categories, namely, 1) a dichotomous scale, 2) a 10-point scale comparable to the P!PER Fatigue Scale, and 3) a 5-point scale similar to the Multidimensional Fatigue Symptom Inventory-Short Form
(MFSI-SF). Subsequently, a panel of six experts drawn from educators in psychology, sports science and exercise physiology provided feedback on the proposed survey instrument, thus providing consensus evidence of content validity. Panel members were asked to review the scales and comment on each item and the overall format. From their suggestions a final version of the scale was developed consisting of 25 items each with a 10-point Likert-type frequency/intensity scale of response categories anchored at extreme ends by ‘not at all’ to ‘extremely difficult’. The final set of items addressed a series of questions pertaining to affect on functioning (walking, running, activities of daily living) and associated symptoms (muscle cramping representing). The intent was to examine these items’ performance using statistical and substantive criteria (i.e., items that not only show statistical dependence with another item, but also from the wording, which assesses a similar aspect of the variable, will be considered for deletion).

Though the expert panel’s feedback was focused on the item content, there was a collective preference for the 10-point scale. It was determined that a 10-point Likert-type scale was reasonably justified based on the following considerations: (1) There was precedence for this level of granularity, and the choice of a 10-point scale mirrors other closely related scales such as the Lee Fatigue Scale (LFS). (2) While the focus in this study is to develop a brief instrument that can be validated via a Rasch model, the use of a 10-point scale makes analysis via alternative statistical modelling techniques (e.g., CFA) available to future researchers. (3) As the items are assessed by participants on a non-valenced frequency/intensity (non-negative quantity) scale, the lack of an exact middle (or neutral) category was not a pressing issue. Thus, the choice between an even or odd number of categories was arbitrary. (4) A 10-point scale allows for flexibility of modelling individual response styles (e.g., extreme responders or extreme avoidance) and accounting for this via collapsing categories. The benefit of this is that a set of items can be found that has an adjusted response scale with (a) all options along the scale being modal responses for some (latent) level of exhaustion, and (b) a comparable interpretation from item to item. (To accommodate the final point, it was determined that only items that adhered to a global restructuring of the response categories would be included in the final scale.)

To assist with the validation process, a subscale from an existing valid and reliable scale, the 13-item fatique subscale from the LFS (Lee, Hicks, & Nino-Murcia, 1991), was administered at the same time. The LFS scale is an 18-item, 2-dimensional scale related to fatigue and energy and has been used with healthy individuals (Gay, Lee, & Lee, 2004; Lee et al., 1991) as well as in patients with cancer and HIV (Lee, Portillo, & Miramontes, 1999; Miaskowski et al., 2008) and has well-established validity and reliability (Lee et al., 1991; Lee, Lentz, Taylor, Mitchell, & Woods, 1994). The 13-item LFS fatigue subscale was chosen for the current study because of its measurement of fatigue and it is relatively short and easy to administer. We believe the subscale was useful to include because its construct, fatigue, is an area which is similar to exhaustion. The expectation was that the fatigue subscale should correlate positively and moderately with the newly developed exhaustion scale.

The final survey, as part of a four-part questionnaire labelled the Exercise Exhaustion Survey (EES) consisted of the 25 items in the newly developed scale, the Heimovich–Peiffer–Harbough Exercise Exhaustion Scale (HPHEES); the 13 item fatigue subscale of the LFS; and a demographic section (age group, gender, and perceived level of fitness). For a list of the 25 items please refer to Appendix A.

Participants

The target group were adults (18 and older) associated with triathlete and cycling clubs. Numerous clubs throughout the world (Australia, Canada, New Zealand, South Africa, United Kingdom, and United States) were contacted with those located in Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the United States agreeing to participate. The athletes were eligible for inclusion if they were 18 years of age or older; able to read, write, and understand English; had no ongoing disease which could affect their level of exhaustion; and had participated in a training session or event within 72 h prior to taking the survey. In order to provide sufficient numbers for the psychometric analysis, the researchers set an initial target of 10–15 participants per scale item. With the initial scale (after culling based on review by the expert panel) contained 25 items, this gave a target sample size of 250–375 athletes. As other researchers have indicated that there is no standard protocol for assessing necessary sample sizes (Embretson & Reise, 2000, p. 123), this sample size was deemed appropriate in that it was within the 250–500 target range suggested by Reise and Yu (1990) for models for graded responses. Furthermore, the final sample size was above the suggest range of 108–243 for item calibration suggested by Linacre (1994). As this is the first published evaluation of this survey instrument, this sample size seems to support an exploratory examination of the tool (Linacre, 1994), with the expectation that future studies will explore the instrument’s psychometric properties with larger sample sizes.

Procedure

Initial contact was made with a board member of numerous triathlete and cycling clubs informing them of the intent and aim of the study, the procedures involved and time commitment for volunteering participants. If they agreed, the survey was administered via e-mail (on Survey Monkey) by the board member to their club members. All procedures were approved by the institutional ethics review board.

Data analysis

Responses to the n = 379 questionnaires were submitted to psychometric analysis using the polytomous Rasch model (PRM) (Andrich, 1978; Rasch, 1960/1980) via the Rasch Unidimensional Measurement Model software RUMM2030 (Andrich, Sheridan, & Luo, 2010) with the partial credit parameterization in which different items have different threshold estimates and is often termed the partial credit model. In the PRM the difficulty for each item is estimated uniquely along with the positioning of the thresholds for each item and a single unidimensional location for each person. Together with the assumption of local independence among responses of all persons to all items, a test of fit is a test of fit of both local independence and unidimensionality. Different tests of fit focus on different aspects of these two main properties of the model, considered in the tests of fit in the paper. Because the model is unidimensional, the parameter estimates take account of the first dimension. Then if there is local dependence, which may reflect subdimensions between items or some form of response dependence, this can be studied by analysing the response residuals, which can include factor analysing these residuals. In this paper, where the items were constructed to be unidimensional, correlations of residuals among items were studied and acted upon. Fit to the Rasch model is an indication of the internal consistency of the set of items — one aspect of construct validity. Further evidence of construct validity lays in the basis on which items are developed, that is, the theoretical underpinnings. For more detailed explanations of the Rasch paradigm and procedures, see Bond and Fox (2007), Embretson and Reise (2000), and the online manual for the RUMM2030 software (Andrich et al., 2010). For many researchers, the Rasch model represents an advance on traditional
test theory in achieving this measurement goal (Andrich & Styles, 2004; Embretson & Reise, 2000).

Though construct validity cannot be statistically assessed simply by demonstrating a set of items that adequately measures individuals against a unidimensional scale, having such an instrument with said property does allow for measurement of individuals against a comparable scale. Furthermore, if the data fit the model, the relevant statistic to represent a person's level of exhaustion is monotonically related to their total score across items (this aggregated value, often a sum or mean, is that which is traditionally used). However, traditional raw (aggregated) scores may not be linearly incremental and caution should be exercised when attempting to treat them as measurements (Bond & Fox, 2007).

That is to say, the resulting scale for the scores may not be an interval level measure (e.g., the difference between a score of 1 and 2 may not be the same “gap” as that between the values of 8 and 9).

The psychometric data analyses addressed three primary aims, the first of which was to establish the internal consistency and reliability of the scale. In other words, do the sets of items each represent a single variable at this level of scale? If they do, then one is justified in adding scores to obtain a total score on each scale and then using those total scores (or their logit-ized equivalents) for other statistical tests, such as comparisons of mean scores amongst groups or over time. The second aim was to determine whether there was evidence of significant Differential Item Functioning (DIF), that is, whether the items have the same psychometric properties across different groups of participants. If items show DIF across groups, they should not be used to compare person performance, unless individuals are from the same group. From an exploratory perspective, in this study, the groups of interest were gender, age, perceived level of fitness, and sport (triathlete or cyclist). The third aim was to provide evidence of the convergent validity of the HPHEES by examining its statistical correlation with the fatigue subscale from the established LFS (This could be done with the latent estimates from the IRT model (the logit scores) or with the aggregated sum score.)

To address the first aim, which was to establish the internal consistency and reliability of the scale, various aspects of the total scale and individual items were examined. As is common in IRT analyses, numerous aspects (statistics and graphical summaries) are examined simultaneously. A few of these were (in no order of importance): (1) The operation of the response categories is examined. The item thresholds are the cut-points at which one category becomes more likely than its neighbouring category (e.g., between Strongly Agree and Agree in a 5-point Likert scale). If these thresholds are consistently observed in order for each item, this suggests the response scale is being interpreted comparable across the items in the scale. (2) The level of difficulty for the items should target the level of ability of the participant sample. This can be examined via the joint distribution of thresholds and persons on the same continuum. (3) An additional aspect was the possible presence of item dependencies which was examined by inspection of the residual correlations between items. If items show dependency, then one item in each pair is most likely redundant and retaining both would artificially increase the overall reliability for the scale. Such dependencies may also indicate the presence of subscales which can be further examined through the principal component analysis of residuals. (4) Reliability is gauged using the Person Separation Index (PSI), which is the Rasch equivalent of Cronbach's alpha. (5) Finally, individual item fit can be assessed to suggest internal consistency reliability across different items in the scale. Three common tests include the log-residual (a statistical value related to the goodness-of-fit for the categories predicted vs. observed frequencies), the item-trait interaction (a comparable measure to the item-scale correlation in CTT), and the item characteristic curve (ICC, showing the expected item score for varying levels of the unidimensional scale, the curve, in comparison to the observed statistics for groups of participants across the entire range of person locations).

As is common in most models, including the PRM, no single test is sufficient to make a determination of fit, and thus multiple tests of fit were applied. Upon review of the initial analysis of all 25 items in the initial sale, a series of tasks were undertaken in order to achieve a more appropriately balanced scale. This mainly involved removal of items from the scale for lack of fit with these items also being studied in relation to content and other aspects of as well. This protocol is provided in detail in the Results Section below.

To address the second aim, to establish whether the items operate relatively consistently across different groups, differential item functioning across the groups for Gender, Age, and Perceived level of fitness was examined. Lastly, to address the third aim to provide further evidence of validity (this time, convergent validity), participant scores on the scale were correlated with scores from the same participants on a subscale of an existing scale that measures a construct related to exhaustion and whose validity has been established in the research literature.

The results of these analyses provide information about the validity and reliability of the scale. If these were satisfactory, the person scores (the logit scores or one-dimensional scores) can be used for further analyses as, for example, the comparison of mean scores (person locations) for the different groups of interest, and the investigation of changes in mean locations over time.

Results

Three hundred and seventy-nine athletes agreed to complete the questionnaire with the following demographics. Representing different sports were 187 (49.3%) tri-athletes and 192 (50.7%) cyclists. The sample gender distribution was 211 (55.7%) males and 168 (44.3%) females. The age range frequencies were 31 (8.2%) aged 18–25, 114 (30.1%) aged 26–35, 120 (31.7%) aged 36–45, and 114 (30.1%) aged 46 or older. Frequencies for perceived level of fitness were 20 (5.3%) rated themselves “fair,” 69 (18.2%) rated themselves “good,” 150 (39.6%) rated themselves “very good,” 113 (29.8%) rated themselves “great,” and 27 (7.1%) rated themselves “exceptional” (though “poor” was a possible rating, it was not chosen by any participants in this sample).

Using complete information for each person and item, the scale was analysed using the PRM with 10 possible response categories. The results of this PRM analysis are presented in Table 1 and provide a summary of the analyses, and the subsequent section addresses different analytical aspects in more detail.

The results of the 25 items indicated numerous pairs having disordered categories (over the 10-point response scale) and significant residual correlations. The three tests of fit — two statistical (log-residual and item-trait interaction) and one graphical (the Item Characteristic Curves, ICCs) — revealed 14 misfitting items. Three items showed Differential Item Functioning (DIF) for age and one item for perceived level of fitness. Although the Person Separation Index was high at 0.936, this result is likely to have been inflated due to the high number of item dependencies as indicated by significant residual inter-item correlations.

Upon review of the initial analysis a series of tasks were undertaken in order to achieve a more appropriately balanced scale. The following protocol was used to reduce the number of items for the scale in a systematic (and reproducible) manner. Due to specific intentions for the usage of this scale, it was decided that a few well-chosen items would suffice (e.g., 10–15 items) and an easy scoring strategy would be ideal (e.g., items handled in a consistent and comparable manner when calculating an aggregate score).
The strategy presented included both an analysis of the statistics for the items and scale and an analysis of the wording for each item. Items that were flagged by the statistics were examined for wording. If any plausible issue was detected with the item, it was removed from the scale. (Please see the Appendix for the complete set of items.) Prior to aggregating subsets of the Likert-type response categories, all 25 items were examined. Those items that demonstrated poorest response categories, all 25 items were examined. Those items set of items.) Prior to aggregating subsets of the Likert-type removed from the scale. (Please see the Appendix for the complete wording. If any plausible issue was detected with the item, it was
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for the items and scale and an analysis of the wording for each item. At the next stage, examination of the response categories showed a large proportion of disordered categories (most likely due to the fine granularity of a 10-point scale), and therefore were collapsed into 4 new categories: 0 = old 0, 1 = old 1 or 2, 2 = old 3, 4 or 5, and 3 = old 6, 7, 8 or 9. Based on the positive skew of responses for a larger portion of items and the non-negative aspect of the frequency/intensity response scale, this grouping strategy seemed appropriate. Additionally, all items were collapsed in a comparable fashion (with reversed grouping for reverse coded items). Fig. 2 shows the effect graphically with the Category Characteristic Curve (CCC) for item 10 (How easily could you train some more) of reversed thresholds and its effect on operation of the categories and Fig. 3 show the effect of collapsing categories (collapsed to 4 response categories) that now appear to be working with each category having a range in which each score has a maximum. The CCC shows the probabilities of responding in each category, across the range of person locations, but the probability structure with 10 categories shows that the 10 categories are not working.

Paired residual correlations were examined to detect potentially redundant items. Using relatively high correlations as indicators of items for closer examination, the wording of highly correlated pairs were examined. Following this, 2 items were selected for removal. Item 11 (How knackered/bushed are you) was removed because of conceptual similarity with 15 (How easily can you complete submaximal training associated with your sport), 17 (How easily can you compete in your sport) and 20 (How easily can you complete maximal training associated with your sport). Additionally, this item demonstrated disordered thresholds (this criterion was used because it was desired to have every one of the new Likert-type categories to be modal for some level of fatigue/exhaustion). Item 20 (How easily can you complete submaximal training associated with your sport) was removed due to it being flagged in multiple residual pairs and the item's wording. Item 15 (How easily can you complete submaximal training associated with your sport) closely resembled item 20 and was not removed at this stage but closely monitored in subsequent examination stages.

With the remaining items, the ICCs were examined for items with a Bonferroni adjusted p-value < 0.01. Only one item was flagged that also had wording issues. This was item 17 (How easily

---

**Table 1** Summary of Rasch analyses for the 25 item HPHEES with DIF according to Gender, Age, perceived Level of fitness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Disordered categories</th>
<th>Significant residual correlations (&gt;0.3)</th>
<th>Misfitting items</th>
<th>DIF</th>
<th>PSI*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HPHEES</td>
<td>12, 20 Pairs</td>
<td>Items 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 19, 20, 21</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Items 10, 19, 21</td>
<td>Item 17 0.936</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Person Separation Index.

---

Fig. 1 shows the ICC for item 12 (one of the items dropped at the first stage). The ICCs show the theoretical probabilities (the continuous curve) of endorsing the item across the range of person locations on the whole set of HPHEES items, and the obtained probabilities for ten class-intervals of person locations (the dots). The dots should follow the theoretical curve closely if fit is good. The chi square statistic represents the deviations of the obtained dots from the theoretical curve. The operation of item 12 is inconsistent and tends not to discriminate as well as the other items amongst persons with different total scores particularly at the highest and lowest person locations (the obtained dots are, respectively, below and above the theoretical curve, primarily those of higher value). This may be because it addresses a feeling, or emotional state of mind, which may not be commonly perceived with acute exhaustion.

At the next stage, examination of the response categories showed a large proportion of disordered categories (most likely due to the fine granularity of a 10-point scale), and therefore were collapsed into 4 new categories: 0 = old 0, 1 = old 1 or 2, 2 = old 3, 4 or 5, and 3 = old 6, 7, 8 or 9. Based on the positive skew of responses for a larger portion of items and the non-negative aspect of the frequency/intensity response scale, this grouping strategy seemed appropriate. Additionally, all items were collapsed in a comparable fashion (with reversed grouping for reverse coded items). Fig. 2 shows the effect graphically with the Category Characteristic Curve (CCC) for item 10 (How easily could you train some more) of reversed thresholds and its effect on operation of the categories and Fig. 3 show the effect of collapsing categories (collapsed to 4 response categories) that now appear to be working with each category having a range in which each score has a maximum. The CCC shows the probabilities of responding in each category, across the range of person locations, but the probability structure with 10 categories shows that the 10 categories are not working.

Paired residual correlations were examined to detect potentially redundant items. Using relatively high correlations as indicators of items for closer examination, the wording of highly correlated pairs were examined. Following this, 2 items were selected for removal. Item 11 (How knackered/bushed are you) was removed because of conceptual similarity with 15 (How easily can you complete submaximal training associated with your sport), 17 (How easily can you compete in your sport) and 20 (How easily can you complete maximal training associated with your sport). Additionally, this item demonstrated disordered thresholds (this criterion was used because it was desired to have every one of the new Likert-type categories to be modal for some level of fatigue/exhaustion). Item 20 (How easily can you complete submaximal training associated with your sport) was removed due to it being flagged in multiple residual pairs and the item's wording. Item 15 (How easily can you complete submaximal training associated with your sport) closely resembled item 20 and was not removed at this stage but closely monitored in subsequent examination stages.

With the remaining items, the ICCs were examined for items with a Bonferroni adjusted p-value < 0.01. Only one item was flagged that also had wording issues. This was item 17 (How easily...
can you compete in your sport), and it was dropped because the item was determined to focus on “sports teams,” an attribute that may not apply to all people intended to use this scale (i.e., exercise only) and as a level of talent and ability. Additionally, no theoretical basis for the DIF could be justified.

At this stage a 17-item scale remained. The 17-item scale had a PSI of 0.893, item 14 (How recovered do you feel) displayed poor fit to the model, three paired correlations remained, item 3 showed DIF for perceived level of fitness, item thresholds were operating as required, and item locations (the lowest locations indicate the easiest items to agree with, meaning that even participants with relatively low levels of exhaustion are likely to agree with these. Conversely, the highest locations indicate the items that require relatively high levels of exhaustion to agree with) ranged (in logits, the Rasch unit of measurement) from $-1.156$ to $1.268$.

Though assessment of various fit indices suggested a reasonable unidimensional scale, it was decided to attempt to drop a few more items. A review of item difficulty location indicated clusters of unevenly spaced items (Table 2). From these clusters, items were examined for possible removal. This resulted in 3 items being removed: items 6 (How uncomfortable do you feel) and 15 (How easily can you complete sub-maximal training associated with your sport) were removed because of wording concerns and proximity of item-difficulty rating to other items; item 1 (How tired do your legs and/or arms feel) was removed because of proximity to other item-difficulty rating for a cluster of items and because there was substantive overlap with item 22 (How weak do your legs and/or arms feel). Item 3 (How easily can you walk) was retained at this stage but was monitored due to its DIF.

The final scale contained 14 items (Table 3). The PSI was 0.881. Bonferroni adjusted fit (with 4 categories) for each item indicated only 1 potential misfitting item (item 2). However, as this was at the

![Fig. 2. 10 response Category Characteristic Curve (CCC) for item 10 (How easily could you train some more).](image)

![Fig. 3. 4 response Category Characteristic Curve (CCC) for item 10 (How easily could you train some more).](image)

### Table 2

Locations (in increasing order) and Chi Square fit statistic for 17 item HPHEES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>ChiSq</th>
<th>Prob*</th>
<th>Item content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E14</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>41.93</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>How recovered do you feel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E21</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>26.02</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>How energetic do you feel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E18</td>
<td>–0.72</td>
<td>15.40</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>How refreshed to you feel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E5</td>
<td>–0.66</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>How easily can you run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td>–0.58</td>
<td>14.61</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>How tired do your legs and/or arms feel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E8</td>
<td>–0.55</td>
<td>15.34</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>How physically drained to you feel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E25</td>
<td>–0.51</td>
<td>9.57</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>How easily can you replicate your last game, event, or competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E10</td>
<td>–0.15</td>
<td>9.54</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>How easily could you train some more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E22</td>
<td>–0.13</td>
<td>13.33</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>How weak do your legs and/or arms feel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E15</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>27.41</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>How easily can you complete sub-maximal training associated with your sport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E24</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>9.24</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>How much do your muscles ache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E23</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>12.86</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>How mentally sharp do you feel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E4</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>20.39</td>
<td>0.219</td>
<td>How relaxed do you feel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E6</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>19.00</td>
<td>0.352</td>
<td>How uncomfortable do you feel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E13</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>15.32</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>How mentally drained do you feel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>6.37</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>How easily can you walk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>24.75</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>How mentally cloudy do you feel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Bonferroni adjusted $p$-values < 0.05.
extreme end of the item-difficulty scale, it was decided to retain it as its performance could be monitored in future research. The ICC for this item is shown in Fig. 4. Item 3 still showed DIF for perceived level of fitness, but again, was retained due to its high item-difficulty, and wording, which provides a good indication of physical exhaustion. The person-item distributions (Fig. 5) indicate a good scale spanning the range of potential person-responses. There were two paired residual correlations (items 13 and 2; items 13 and 23). It was decided to retain these items as their performance could be monitored in future research.

Correlation with existing scales

When comparing the final set of 14 items against the response scales of 10 choices (the original survey instrument) or 4 collapsed choices (0–11–22–3333), the logits for each 1 parameter logistic-item response are very highly correlated ($r = .965, n = 379, p < .001$) with 93% shared variance. The logit scores from each model (10 and 4 response choices) are plotted in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 shows the logit scores from the 4 response category model compared to the aggregated score obtained from averaging the raw scores from the original 10 response categories (with appropriate reverse coding).

To assess the construct validity of the new scale, the logits scores from the 4 response category model were compared with an existing scale (the 13-item fatigue subscale of the Lee Fatigue Scale). Though comparable (yet slightly higher) results were obtained when using estimated scores based on model parameters for these individuals, the more conservative estimates obtained without these 3 individuals are reported here. The model estimated person logits from each scale were moderately correlated with $r = .666 (n = 366, p < .001)$ and resulted in 44% shared variance. Fig. 8 shows the scatterplot of the two scales for visual comparison (with the 3 extreme responders’ values estimated based on model parameters).

Discussion

The purpose of this study was to describe the development and psychometric analysis of a new scale aimed at measuring acute onset exhaustion in athletes. Identifying individuals who may lead to or be related to disease or pathology recognised in chronic exhaustion is important. The scale was designed to be simple, appropriate for its intended use, utilised rapidly after an event or exercise session and include a clear and interpretable scoring system in order to increase compliance (Connelly, 2011; Kelley, Clark, Brown, & Sitzia, 2003).
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To assess the construct validity of the new scale, the logits scores from the 4 response category model were compared with an existing scale (the 13-item fatigue subscale of the Lee Fatigue Scale). Though comparable (yet slightly higher) results were obtained when using estimated scores based on model parameters for these individuals, the more conservative estimates obtained without these 3 individuals are reported here. The model estimated person logits from each scale were moderately correlated with $r = .666 (n = 366, p < .001)$ and resulted in 44% shared variance. Fig. 8 shows the scatterplot of the two scales for visual comparison (with the 3 extreme responders’ values estimated based on model parameters).

Discussion

The purpose of this study was to describe the development and psychometric analysis of a new scale aimed at measuring acute onset exhaustion in athletes. Identifying individuals who may lead to or be related to disease or pathology recognised in chronic exhaustion is important. The scale was designed to be simple, appropriate for its intended use, utilised rapidly after an event or exercise session and include a clear and interpretable scoring system in order to increase compliance (Connelly, 2011; Kelley, Clark, Brown, & Sitzia, 2003).

Through the use of the PRM for psychometric analysis we achieved three aims of validating the Hecimovich–Peiffer–Harbough Exercise Exhaustion Scale (HPHEES). Furthermore, as there have been only a small amount of studies in the field of exercise science using the Rasch model for psychometric analysis our findings are novel.

The first aim was to establish internal consistency and reliability of the HPHEES. Our results demonstrate, with amendments, the HPHEES provided internally consistent and reliable measures of exhaustion for participants. The final scale includes 14 items with good fit and adds to the lack of available scales to assess acute onset exhaustion and fatigue in exercise and sport. This is important because entities of exercise-induced exhaustion and fatigue have been an area of interest for many physiologists and psychologists and represent psychological entities, which will sooner or later introduce changes in behaviour (Ament & Verkerke, 2009). The final scale addresses both entities as items are pertinent to affect on functioning and associated symptoms.

After initial analyses, an exploratory series of tasks was used to demonstrate the presence of necessary elements for a measurement tool, namely that the scale did not have redundant items and the (number of) categories worked correctly for all items (e.g., each category for each item would be the modal level of concentration (item 9), and feelings of agitation (item 12), were the least well-fitting and removed. Item 19 was eliminated due to its poor fit and resemblance to other items, which performed better, as a description of muscle sensation (tightness, aches, tired). Item 7 was initially developed as a result of the athlete and expert panel feedback but may have been too broad and non-specific and therefore eliminated. Further analysis, which included examination of paired residual correlations, review of item wording and disordered thresholds, resulted in additional item removal. These included items referred to ease of completing maximal and sub-maximal training (i.e., item 20, How easily can you complete maximal training associated with your sport), respectively; ease at competing in the participants’ sport; sensation of being knackered/bushed (item 11, How knackered/bushed are you), and; an item which referred to level of talent (item 17, How easily can you compete in your sport).

The development and wording of these items highlights the need to carefully consider how each item is worded and whether the meaning mirrors the content of a particular area of interest. The wording of the items 15 and 20, which referred to sub-maximal and maximal training (i.e., military) is challenging due to the overlying relationship between exhaustion and other similar constructs such as burnout. This is apparent with Raedeke’s (1997) definition of athlete burnout as a syndrome being characterized by: a) emotional and physical exhaustion, b) sport devaluation, and c) a reduced sense of accomplishment (e.g. Dweck & Elliot, 2006; Raedeke, Lunney, & Venables, 2002). In Raedeke’s and Smith’s Athlete Burnout Questionnaire (ABQ) (Raedeke & Smith, 2001), which contains 15 items designed to measure: 1) reduced sense of accomplishment, 2) devaluation, and 3) emotional/physical
exhaustion, it encompasses broader components than only exhaustion. With the HPHEES the items focus on associated symptoms, which are physical, and affect of function, which may have a psychological perspective depending on the respondent. Thus, if those items in the HPHEES consistently demonstrate high scores within a specific group or individual respondent, we suggest a corresponding scale, such as the ABQ, be utilized.

For exhaustion or fatigue, which can be distinguished as primarily physiological (e.g., muscle strength, and exercise tolerance) or self-report (i.e., patients’ perceptions of fatigue and its consequences) (Lai et al., 2011), careful consideration on content for the HPHEES was taken, for example, an extensive literature review, incorporating feedback from athletes and an expert panel, in the formulation of items. Although content validity was not tested, this feedback provides the scale with important face validity which is simply the judgements that the athletes and experts made (Brown, Bull, & Pendlebury, 1997) and viewed as a measure of credibility (Matsell, Wolfish, & Hsu, 1991).

The high PSI provided statistical evidence of reliability. The HPHEES could benefit from items dealing with moderate and high levels of exhaustion and its associated symptoms. This might involve developing items that focus on associated symptoms pertaining to the muscular system (muscular aches and weakness), and motivation (i.e., 10, How easily can you train some more) as these are located in the mid-range and items which pertain to ease of walking (i.e., How easily can you walk) and mental sensation (i.e., How mentally cloudy do you feel) as these are the most difficult to agree with and may help guide the development of additional items which can measure this level of acute onset exhaustion.

Fig. 6. Person logit scores for the final set of 14 items using response categories with 10 choices compared to 4 collapsed categories.
with perceived level of fitness (How easily can you walk). Overall this item is valuable as it showed high item-difficulty and its wording spread across motivation and associated symptoms (i.e., inability to walk easily can be a sign of physical ability) and therefore the decision to retain it. However, using person’s perceived fitness level does pose risks in that people may create positive perceptions of their abilities by distorting reality in a direction that enhances their self-esteem and self-efficacy, thereby promoting an optimistic view of their future (Dunning & Story, 1991). Because of a tendency to create positive illusions, self-perceptions of fitness levels may also be exaggerated in a positive direction (Asendorpf & Ostendorf, 1998; John & Robins, 1994; Robins & Beer, 2001; Taylor, 1989). However, Germain and Hausenblas (2006) examined the moderating influence of gender, age, and perceived fitness measure for the perceived-actual fitness relationship and found a medium effect size indicating people had accurate perceptions of their actual physical fitness. Additionally, Germain and Hausenblas (2006) found that standardized perceived fitness measures had a significantly larger effect size than author-developed measures. Lamb (1992) stated that there is no simpler method of assessing fitness than asking people about it, and many researchers did that through the use of an author-developed, non-validated survey. For example, Young (1985) asked “How would you rate your present physical fitness level?” and provided five options (very good to very poor). Some researchers qualified items by asking participants to rate their fitness relative to someone their own age (Lamb, 1992; Marsh, 1993; Shephard & Bouchard, 1995). While Lamb (1992) is correct in arguing that these methods are simple, it appears they are too simple, and that they do not address the multidimensionality of physical fitness. The result is a reduced (albeit still significant) effect size between perceived and actual fitness. Whether the reason for DIF in this item was due to its spanning motivation and physical ability or accuracy of a person’s perception of fitness level would need to be assessed and in the future it is advised to monitor its performance and determine if the current result is a consistent anomaly.

The researchers’ choice to collapse the 10 response scale to 4 categories was one of convenience in that it was desired to obtain a scale in which all of the response categories were operating comparably across all items and each response category would be the modal response for each item for some level of exhaustion for some level of difficulty. However, it is acknowledged that many researchers are inclined to use the raw scores (for ease of calculation, lack of familiarity with latent variable modelling, or simply to obtain a quick measure). The similarity of the person estimates obtained from the two response scales (4 vs. 10) were comparable with 93% shared variance. In the scatterplot (Fig. 7) comparing the logit scores for each level, the only notable deviation from the linear transformation between scales was observed for the very lowest of exhaustion levels. Furthermore, the results indicate that the use of the averaged raw scores form the original 10 categories produces a nearly linear transformed estimate of the model estimated logits from the 4 category scale. As such, when targeting a sample over a specific range of exhaustion levels, the averaged 10-response scores appear to be a viable proxy for the model-based estimates. Of course, it is recommended that researchers employ a more sophisticated latent variable model to accommodate the measurement error in such scales when such accuracy or specificity is required. However, under reasonable circumstances, the averaged raw score will most likely suffice.

The third aim of the study was to investigate the construct validity of the new scale using a well-established scale. The results obtained from the new scale shared a substantial amount of shared variance ($R^2 = 44\%$) with the LFS 13-item fatigue subscale. As the scales are comparable, but not necessarily measuring the exact same unidimensional construct, these results provide a reasonable indication that the new scale is indeed measuring a construct relating to exhaustion.

Limitations include the use of tri-athletes and cyclist which did not allow for a balanced proportion of different kinds of sports and therefore participants. Future studies need to consider a wider range of sports, activities or occupations (i.e., military personnel, fire fighters). In reference to various components of validity, the Rasch analysis does provide evidence of internal consistency which is an aspect of construct validity. Face validity was addressed by the assessment of a panel of experts while construct validity was assessed by the scores on the new scale being correlated with scores from the same participants on an existing valid and reliable scale. Although IRT researchers have not explicitly put forward a way to check the consequential aspect of validity, a type of validity evidence that addresses the intended and unintended consequences of test interpretation and use (Messick, 1989, 1995), issues like item bias and examination of differential item functioning (DIF) or a close examination of the person-item map reveals information on the basis of which decisions for action are taken and can provide helpful evidence to decide about the consequential aspect of construct validity of a test. Future studies may want to utilise
exploratory and confirmatory analysis which can be thought of as two ends of a spectrum. Future studies may want to consider using the new scale to measure the correlation between perceived acute onset exhaustion and physiological and biochemical markers of exhaustion such as maximal incremental cycle ergometer test (W_{max}) with continuous ventilatory measurements and blood lactate values, basal blood parameter tests, hormones, neuro-endocrine stress test, combined anterior pituitary test (Rietjens et al., 2005) and others. Also, measuring the relationship in rate of perceived exertion (RPE) and acute onset exhaustion (with the HPHEES), for example with the Borg CR-10 scale (RPE scale), which evaluates PRE in exercise testing, training, and rehabilitation and has been validated against objective markers of exercise intensity (Borg, 1985; Noble, Borg, Jacobs, Cец, & Kaiser, 1983), may assist in identifying individuals’ variations in training levels over time. The RPE scale measures overall perceived exertion during an exercise bout and integrates signals from the peripheral working muscle as well as the central cardiovascular, respiratory, and nervous systems (Borg, 1982). These signals also play a key role in perceived levels of exhaustion (Rietjens et al., 2005).

In summary, the HPHEES appears to be a valuable tool for the assessment of exercise-induced acute onset exhaustion. In addition to its valid theoretical structure and sound psychometric properties, the scale has advantages over other exhaustion or fatigue scales as it is not disease-specific. The utility of the HPHEES is further increased by its limited amount of items (14) and the use of a single response format and the brevity of most items. As a result, the HPHEES may be an attractive option for athletes; however, no empirical data are available to support this claim. Nevertheless, the HPHEES may be an attractive option for researchers, clinicians, and coaches seeking to measure the levels of exhaustion in individuals.
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